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BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATI0N 

WCABA JANUARY 2023 NEWSLETTER 
www.wcaba.org 

 
PROGRAM:   TUESDAY, JANUARY 24, 2023 @ 7PM 
Beekeeping 101/201 (combined) 
Speaker: Randy Oakley 

               “Starting Right” in Beekeeping 
Randy will share some of the “Essentials vs. 
Nuances” of successful beekeeping. 
It is commonly reported that less than 20% of new 
beekeepers will still be keeping bees in three 
years. Based on years of experience mentoring 
people into sustainable beekeepers, Randy will 
give guidance for newbies to keep them from 
becoming "beekeeping dropouts”. In addition, we will have plenty of time 
for Q&A, so bring your beekeeping questions. 
Randy has been practicing the art of beekeeping for over 40 years. Three 
generations of the Oakley Family currently help-out in the family bee business 
producing local bees and beehive products as well as teaching others sustainable 
methods of beekeeping for Central Texas. They manage 200 plus beehives along 
the I-35 corridor between Round Rock and Waco. More information about their 
bees, beekeeper training, and beehive products can be found at 
www.OakleyFamilyApiaries.com . 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ZOOM Notes: 
We would certainly enjoy your presence at the next meeting on January 24th 
(fourth Tuesday), but if you can’t, then tune in to broadcast virtually via “Zoom”.   
 If you are planning to join from an iPhone or iPad, be sure to download this 
application first: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zoom-cloud-meetings/id546505307 
We look forward to seeing you there Tuesday night @ 7PM! 
GT Library - Hewlett Rm– 402 W 8th Street Georgetown 78626 
Topic: WCABA Member Meeting (and Beekeeping 101) 
Time: This is a recurring meeting Meet anytime 
Join Zoom Meeting	
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82475068933?pwd=aHRiRjc3bS9kYXJGS2g5THVpOEx2UT09	
Meeting ID: 824 7506 8933.    Passcode: 909659 
  Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kgiQC6z7D 

2023 Club Officers: 

PRESIDENT: Shannon Montez 
president@wcaba.org 

VICE PRESIDENT:  
Gillian Mattinson 

vicepresident@wcaba.org 

MEMBERSHIP: Shirley Doggett 
membership@wcaba.org 

PROGRAM: Linda Russell 
program@wcaba.org 

NEWSLETTER: Jimmie Oakley 
newsletter@wcaba.org 

SECRETARY: Phil Ainslie 
secretary@wcaba.org 

TREASURER: Barbi Rose 
treasurer@wcaba.org 

HISTORIAN: Matt Ludlum 
historian@wcaba.org 

PAST PRESIDENT: Phil Ainslie 
pastpresident@wcaba.org 

LIBRARIAN: Chris Huck 
librarian@wcaba.org 

SCHOLARSHIP CHAIR: 
Jimmie Oakley 

scholarship@wcaba.org 

QUEEN CHAIR: 
(vacent) 

WEB ADMINISTRATOR: 
Rachel Glass 

webmaster@wcaba.org 

DIRECTOR AT LARGE: 
Melissa Henry 

DIRECTOR AT LARGE: 
Gary Bible 

Randy Oakley- Oakley Family Apiaries 
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Paying it Forward… 
a note from your President 

Shannon Montez 
Happy New Year and welcome back. Although we are beginning a few months of colder weather, it’s the 
right time to ensure everything is in place for our spring delivery of Nucs and Queens.  We’re excited to see 
that some members have been proactive and have already placed their order.  If you haven’t order yet, 
please don’t delay.  If you order after February, you’ll be out of luck.   

We’ve been fortunate to have a reliable supplier of Nucs.  The funds we generate from the sale of Nucs help 
pay for speakers, supports our scholarship program, and has allowed us to support organizations that 
promote beekeeping. 

One of the things I wanted to do as president was formalize a plan for giving to organizations that share a 
similar mission as our club.  Over the holidays, Jimmie Oakley, Shirley Doggett and myself met and created 
a roadmap to determine who should receive donations from our club as well as a recommended yearly 
amount.  At our board meeting this month, the board approved the plan we put forward.   

The following was adopted by the board: 

Criteria for donation of funds:   

o “To educate/promote beekeeping and the marketing of honey”
o Total amount to be donated yearly:  Up to 20% of net revenue from prior year.

Recommended yearly donations: 
Organization Amount Purpose 
Nevin Weaver Endowment $2000 Fund Undergrad Research at A&M Honey Bee Lab 
Texas Honeybee Education Assoc. $1000 Provide scholarships to smaller beekeeping clubs 
Georgetown Public Library $500 They have continued to support our organization 

Brookwood in Georgetown 
$2000 They sell honey from their hives that our members 

sponsor- funds go straight back into organization 
and help defray costs  

4-H $200 Support of annual 4H Beekeeping Essay Contest 
Hives for Heroes In-kind The support Veterans beginning beekeeping 
Native Plant Society of TX WILCO $500 They plant pollinator plants 

One time Donation / Grant 
San Angelo Beekeeping club $250 To help start up their scholarship program 

In addition, organizations may submit an application for a grant totaling $250.  The grant application will be 
available online. 

Many of the organizations we support will be present at our monthly meetings throughout the year.  Make 
sure you don’t miss the meetings since some of the groups that receive donations from our club may make a 
guest appearance. 

Shannon 
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WCABA Monthly Meetings - Mark Your Calendar 
Linda Russell, Program Chair 

The Georgetown Public Library meeting rooms are in more demand this 
year.  Due to room availability, some of our meetings will be on the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month instead of our usual 4th Tuesdays.  Additionally, some months only 
the main meeting room (the Hewlitt) is available, so we'll have a combined 
session.  When there is a second meeting room available, we'll break out into 101 
and 201 sessions.    

Here are the dates that we've secured thus far in 2023 
January 24:   Hewlitt only 
February 21:  Hewlitt and Classroom.  Note this is the 3rd Tuesday 
March 28:    Hewlitt only 
April 18:        Hewlitt and Friends.       Note this is the 3rd Tuesday 
May 23:        Hewlett and Friends.   
June 28:         Hewlett and Classroom 
July - November:  dates to be determined, once the Library allows booking.  

Please mark your calendar accordingly so you don’t miss any club meetings. 
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2023 WCABA Nuc and Queen Delivery Update
Wow, what happened to 2022? I cannot believe we are 17 days into this year! 
Here is a quick update on our 2023 Nuc and Queen order and delivery process.  
As of January 17th, club members have ordered 121 Evergreen nucs and 30 Bee 
Weaver queens. 

NOTE  AT THE TUESDAY, JANUARY 24TH, CLUB MEETING, YOU WILL  NOTE 
BE ABLE TO ORDER NUCS AND QUEENS IN PERSON 

NOTE ………..……………….…….…..…NOTE ……………..………..…………..NOTE 
We will have an ordering table. Just look for it. Personal checks are the preferred payment method.  
As of now, I think mid-April will be our delivery/pickup day at the Bost Farm.  
The pickup process will be akin to last year’s:  I will email your Pickup Voucher approximately 1 week 
before the pickup date.  You will print and bring the voucher to us at the Bost Farm. We (the Magnificent 7!) 
will load your bees and you will quickly be on your way to your bee yard! 
A reminder:  remember to re-join WCABA before you order. 
If you have any questions, email me at: 
glbible@austin.rr.com or call me at 512-923-0410 
Happy 2023 Beekeeping New Year!  
Back later with more 2023 Nuc and Queen order info! 

Gary Bible 
WCABA Bee Procurement Coordinator 

FORM BELOW CAN BE USED FOR ORDERING BEES AND QUEENS FOR 2023 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

W.C.A.B.A. Club  5-Frame Nuc & Queen Order Form - 2023
Name_________________________________________________________

Address __________________________ City/State/Zip_______________

Phone_____________________________e-mail:_____________________________
I want to order:      Are you a current member? [   ] Yes! please print

 No._____ 5 Frame Nuc (Based on group order of 100 nucs)  $170.00/ Nuc.
Nuc with three frames brood,  mated queen, "NOT" marked or clipped.

 No._____ Honey Bee Queen (Based on group order of 100)  $40.00/ Queen
BeeWeaver marked & clipped Queen from mite tolerant and virus resistant stock.

How will you pay?  CASH  or Check # ________ TOTAL $ AMT

Mail remittance to: Check Preferred OF ORDER

  WCABA Order/ Gary Bible - 150 Sundance Trail, Liberty Hill, TX 78642
Must be a Current Member - Nuc  order deadline:  Must be postmarked by February 28th or while supplies last.

 Limit 6 nucs per family, 4 if a Newbie.  No individual resale or ownership transfer permitted on nucs once ordered.
All secondary transactions and scheduling must come through the club for tracking & delivery.

Special Instructions:

Gary Bible – Order Procurement 
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How bees and flowers help each other: a currency of pollen 
Contributed by Phil Ainslie 

So, what would I tell a new beekeeper about plants? Well, I’d start with structure:
• Flowers are a vital part of sexual reproduction in plants.
• Depending on the species, a plant can have male or female flowers, or what we call

perfect flowers, with both male and female parts.
• The female part — the pistil — has a stigma, style, and ovary. The stigma is the receptive

part, the style is a tube, and the ovary holds the ovules that become seeds after
fertilization.

• The male part — the stamen — has an anther that produces pollen and a filament that acts
like a flagpole to hold the anther aloft.

• Pollen from the proper species needs to land on the stigma, travel down the style, and
fertilize the ovary—nothing to it.

   The problem with this simple system is that plants cannot run around looking for mates. They can’t 
hop, jog, fly, or swim. All they can do is sit there, rooted to the ground, and wait. 
Long ago and far away, while wilting from boredom, an enterprising plant thought of flagging down a 
passing insect and asking for help. The deal went like this: “I will pay you X if you agree to do Y.” 
   That may sound elementary, but it worked, and pollination today is no different. The plant pays X in 
nectar or pollen in return for Y, which is the door-to-door delivery of pollen from a similar plant. 
   Of course, the plant needed an ad campaign to find a workforce. So, the marketing department 
developed an extensive plan to target the insects, which was expensive. Brightly colored petals, 
alluring smells, enticing beverages, soothing oils, delicious hors d’oeuvres — even fluorescent 
welcome mats. Like a five-star restaurant, all the senses of the target audience were considered. 
   For their part, the 
bees were enchanted 
with all this attention 
and decided to take 
advantage of the offer 
by wearing special 
pollen-attractive 
clothing while 
carrying sacks and 
saddlebags to 
transport the goods. 
They even weaned 
their young ‘uns from 
meat and began 
feeding them pollen, 
which was safer in the 
long run, considering 
pollen doesn’t resist 
capture. 

This honey bee is collec-ng pollen from Siberian squill. Honey bees usually collect either nectar or pollen on 
any given trip, but some-mes an individual will contain both simultaneously. 
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 Bees and flowers help each other for the common good of both 
   Throughout millennia, while the flowers tried desperately to attract more bees, the bees developed 
systems to harvest and transport the goods more efficiently. We call this co-evolution. Today, bees 
and their favorite flowers fit together like a lock and key. They have unique, intimate relationships 
that we mortals might miss if we’re not paying attention. 
   One good example is tongue length. You will see references to long-tongued and short-tongued 
bees, but in reality, we find a continuum of tongue lengths from stubby to spectacular. We consider 
honey bees a long-tongued species, but they fall on the short end of the long-tongue spectrum. 
   Orchid bees have tongues that can reach the bottom of an orchid blossom, which means their 
tongues are longer than their bodies. Even tiny bees may have relatively long tongues, although the 
absolute length of their tongue is short. Not surprisingly, they prefer itsy-bitsy flowers that we may 
describe as flat or shallow. 
   Other flower features may attract or repel certain bees. For example, some bees, including honey 
bees, revile excessively large pollen grains such as those produced by hibiscus (although they like the 
nectar). Yet those humongous sticky treats are adored by others, such as the hibiscus turret 
bee, Ptilothrix bombiformis. 
   Sugar concentration makes a difference, too. Honey bees like super-sweet nectar, which makes 
sense when you consider that they dehydrate it into honey. Bees that don’t store nectar but want an 
occasional energy drink are happy with a more watery refreshment. 

   Competition for flowers 
  So, do honey bees compete with native bees? Of course. All living things compete for scarce 
resources, but it’s nearly impossible to quantify. As a beekeeper begins to understand the interplay 
between bees and their favorite plants, the complexity of the question becomes obvious. 
   One of the trickiest variables is flower shape. As a result of coevolution, bees seek certain flowers 
and avoid others. As a result, some bees fit into their favorite blooms like Dorothy fit into the ruby 
slippers — a match made in Oz. Watch a bumble bee disappear into a foxglove, and you get the idea. 
They were made for each other. 
   The fit must be correct, and the tools each 
bee carries must match the job. So do honey 
bees compete with bumble bees on tomato 
plants? Never, since honey bees cannot 
sonicate. Do honey bees compete with mining 
bees on apple trees? Sometimes. Is it a 
problem? It depends. Many orchard 
pollinators fly at colder temperatures than 
honey bees, giving them a daily head start. 
   The competition among bees varies with 
available forage, season, and the number and 
type of plants in bloom at any point in time. In 
addition, competition levels will vary with the 
specific location, the particular sample, and 
the current weather.                Excerpts of an article written by  Rusty Burlew 
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Stanford Brantley

Practical Experiences in the Bee Yard 
   JANUARY   The first disaster of the 2023 bee season has already taken shape and, as I 
write this in mid-December, you may not even be aware of what is coming.  In my 
home town of Jefferson, we had a week of 70 -80 degree weather.  Daytime 
temperatures in Shreveport Louisiana, 60 miles east on I-20, reported a new all-time 
high of 80 degrees.  So where is all of this going?  I have several colonies on a friend’s 
farm near Lake of the Pines.  On the 12th of December, he advised me that all of the 
buds on his oak trees were beginning to swell and show that light green tint that occurs 
just before the leaves appear.  Now the weather forecast is calling for temperatures to 
fall into the teens or below just before Christmas.  All of those tender buds will be frozen.  This will cause a 
delay in those trees going through the process to again produce new buds, tassels, and the 2023 crop of 
leaves. 
   Pull on your working boots and get ready for the new year.  If you have been in the program for a year or 
more, think about what you were “not ready” for last spring.  You have only about a month to ensure that 
you have all of the needed wooden ware and supplies.  Plan, as best you can, to prevent the “I don’t have 
another box to hive this swarm”. 
   I live inside the city limits and often see my bees  on the landing board carrying fresh pollen from the 
Garden Club member’s flowers growing in pots and window boxes after naturally blooming plants have gone 
into winter rest  .And that rotten little dandelion scattered across urban lawns does a pretty good job of 
producing a good quality pollen.  In a few weeks, they will be carrying pollen from the natural early 
bloomers like Elm, Maple, and Wild Plum.  Each will have a different color to their pollen. An interesting 
Internet project for a cold winter’s day would be to research the different early pollens available in your area 
and learn to recognize them from the different colors being carried by your bees.  
   Are you a novice beekeeper or thinking about becoming a beekeeper?  One of the first things to think about 
is how to obtain bees to start or expand your apiary.  One source is the MannLake store in Marshall, Texas.  
MannLake will sell Nucs from various bee breeders.  So you say, “What is a Nuc?”  A Nuc is usually a four 
or five frame “starter” box of bees that is well on the way to becoming a full hive of active honey bees.  The 
Nuc contains an active queen, brood and enough bees to allow the hive to expand.  The contents of the Nuc 
box can be transferred to a regular 8 or 10 frame hive box and allowed to expand to a full colony.   
   I always encourage new beekeepers to purchase and study some the good books about basic beekeeping.  
Some to choose from include Beekeeping for Dummies, Backyard Beekeeping, Bee-Sentials, Beecabulary 
Essentials, ABC-XYZ of Bee Culture, The Hive and the Honey Bee.  Many are available through Amazon.  
Follow up by joining a local bee club and taking a beekeeper training class offered in your area.  
Participating in a local club gives you access to a group of seasoned beekeepers willing to share their 
knowledge and experiences.  It is a place to ask questions and get help about the equipment , methods and 
practices need to become a successful beekeeper.  
   If you already have bee colonies, you can begin inspecting the brood nest in January.  Pick a sunny day 
with a temperature of at least 60 and little or no wind.  Do not keep the hive open any longer than necessary.  
The queen is probably not laying a lot of eggs and will be relatively light and may be inclined to fly off the 
frame into the wild blue yonder.  Check to make sure there are still stores of honey and pollen available in 
the hive.  If needed, you can add a small amount of dry pollen substitute or a small piece of pollen patty.  Do 
not use a big piece of patty or pile of dry supplement.  Add only the amount your bees can eat in a week or 
two.  You can also add some 1:1 sugar syrup.  The sugar syrup is to make the queen think a nectar flow is 
about to begin and encourage her to produce more brood.                  Stanford 
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Applicants for Wolfe-Bost Scholarship Needed 
The deadline is fast approaching for submission of applications by those interested in the Ed Wolfe-Robert

Bost Memorial Scholarship (WCABA Youth Scholarship Program). 
   If you know of a school age boy or girl (12-18yrs) who is interested in learning about bees and beekeeping, 
please encourage him/her to submit an application before the February 15th deadline. 
   This is an essay contest administered by the WCABA Scholarship Committee. and is presented annually to 
contest winners. It is intended to promote and encourage area youth to become knowledgeable and interested in 
honeybees, honey production and sustainable beekeeping. 
   Interested parties may contact Jimmie Oakley, Scholarship Chair at: jimmie.oakley@gmail.com to get a 
current application or go online at wcaba.org and check out Opportunities – Scholarship. Apply Today !!! 

• Scholarship is given annually to furthering the apiculture sciences w/ emphasis on sustainable beekeeping.

• Awarded to school age students (12-18yrs) living in the area served by WCABA.

• Consists of a beehive with bees and equipment necessary to complete the year-long project.

• Bees and equipment become property of recipient at course completion.

• Course curriculum provides action plan, all necessary procedures and meeting time and dates.

• A mentor instructs and assist recipient in sustainable beekeeping techniques and good beekeeping practices.

• Applications must be mailed by Awards Committee, by February 15th to be considered for scholarship.

• Additional information and application at wcaba.org - Youth Education - Scholarship Application.

Recipients working bees at the Georgetown Community Garden 
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It’s Summer, It’s Winter, It’s Summer, It’s… 
by Jimmie Oakley 

   Well, it’s hard to say. It depends on what day of the week it is, or when the last “front” came through, or 
any number of things. But what season should it be; winter of course. I was here when the Winter Soltis 
passed (Dec. 21st), and I have already spent the better part of a week repairing the plastic pipes in the Bost 
Honey House. I have proof of what season it is, so why am I and more importantly the bees so confused.  
Let’s just chalk it up to the fact that we are in TEXAS. 
   So, what’s my point? It’s hard on the bees (hot, cold, hot), and it’s hard on the beekeeper (what’s next). 
   This time of the year we as beekeepers are trying our best to winterize the bees and in turn prepare them 
for the coming spring.  
   In my bee yards and in the scholarship 
bee yard we have checked on winter 
stores and found then to be more than 
adequate, but still as a precaution I have 
in most cases have added a granulated 
sugar cap to insure against any spring 
shortfall. Placing the dry sugar on the 
top bars on a sheet of cardboard has the 
advantage of absorbing any excess 
moisture generated by the winter cluster. 
This keeps condensation from dripping 
back onto the bees in the cluster. 
   There is yet another winter problem to be considered, that of cold winds that may chill your bees , even in 
a cluster. It is important for bees to have stores in the hive, but they need to be able to reach those stores, 
and extreme cold that renders the bees immobile. Wind breaks such as trees or outbuildings help immensely 
in keeping your bees from reaching that state, but what about those hives that sit out in the open. 

   I have resorted to using the short term solution of wrapping the hives that are totally exposed to strong 
north and northwest winter winds that come with those rarer deep freezing cold fronts that something occur. 
   This is a northern beekeeping practice the I have used successfully in the last two years.  
   The important thing is to see your bees safely through the unpredictable winter month and on into spring, 
remembering that we usually have an ice storm as late as February, just to keep it interesting. 
   Lastly, if you have not treated for varroa mites it may not be too late. During the winter months when 
brood levels are low oxalic acid can be effective.  See Jennifer Berry’s article in this issue (p.10).     JO 

Place cardboard on 
top bars

Put sugar on 
cardboard 

Sugar cap in place Ready for winter! 

My beehives at Heritage Garden (Georgetown) Susan Kruger’s bee yard near Taylor 
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OXALIC ACID: EFFECTIVE & EASY ON BEES, BUT ... 
EDITOR’S NOTE: This article is repeat from last year, but well worth the read; it could help your bees…JO 
   The bees need our help. Varroa mites aren’t going away, and, without every safe and effective remedy at our 
disposal, our bees are suffering. The latest research suggests the economic threshold for Varroa is now 
three mites per 100 bees. 
   What is Oxalic acid? It’s an organic acid found just about everywhere in the 
environment including in plants and vegetables. It is bitter to the taste and irritating to the 
eyes, mouth and skin. It is a natural plant defense against  
herbivores. It is also found in honey. Since it is not fat soluble (a lipid), it doesn’t build up 
in wax comb. Back in 1957, it was registered as a pesticide(disinfectant/sanitizer), but, by 
1994, the renewal of the product registration was cancelled. 
   There are risks involved if you plan to use oxalic acid. Given its caustic effect on the 
eyes, skin, and respiratory system, it’s labeled with the highest degree of toxicity, 
“Category 1.” So, as with all pesticides, caution must be taken when handling it. 
   How can Oxalic be applied? Oxalic can be applied several ways: drip (trickle), 
vaporization and spraying. It can be used on existing colonies, packages or swarms. The 
two most popular are the trickle and vaporization method. The trickle or solution method is 
taking the acid and mixing it with a warm 1:1 sugar-to-water solution. Next, the solution is drawn into a syringe and 5 
ml is trickled (scientific term for “dribbly drop”) down the seam between each frame and directly onto the bees; the 
maximum dose is 50 ml per colony (5mls per seam). It doesn’t matter whether it is a nuc or a hive with a single or 
multiple brood chamber, but reduction in dosage for smaller colonies obviously. 
   The vaporizer method* is only to be used on colonies outdoors. And, whatever you do, do not inhale the vapor! 
Basically, you use a vaporizer which is a metal wand with a plate at one end and a cord which connects to a battery at 
the other end. Place ½ to ¼ gram of oxalic acid on the metal plate. The plate is then slid into the entrance of the 
colony. The entrance opening and any other cracks and crevices are then sealed with the vaporizer in place to avoid 
the gas from escaping. Once connected to a battery, the heat from the plate causes the oxalic crystals to melt and turn 
into a gas (sublime). The vapor will permeate the hive. When it contacts the mites, it kills them. Each vaporizer is 
different. Some take only a few minutes to activate the acid, while others take a little longer. Since you don’t have to 
open the colony in order to treat, this seems to be the easier of the two methods to implement, especially on cold, 
rainy days. 

   Why use oxalic? It works. According to numerous studies, it’s 90-99% effective at killing the mites with minimal 
damage to the bees and brood. 
   Does trickle or vaporization work better? A recent study at Sussex University examined the effectiveness of 
different doses and application methods on mite and bee mortality. The experiment involved 110 hives. The results 
showed sublimation (vaporization) was far better at reducing mite populations and showed no increase in bee 
mortality. 
   Is Oxalic perfect? No; it only works on phoretic mites, i.e., those mites crawling around on the frames or adult bees. 
The mites breeding under the capping of the brood cells are unaffected by oxalic administrations, as well as most 
other miticide products. Therefore, applications are most effective when no brood is present. 
   Ok. So, now what? Brushy Mountain Bee Farm has been authorized by the EPA to be the sole distributer of oxalic 
acid for use as a miticide on honey bees. What does this mean? Well, in order for any application of oxalic (in 
beehives) to be legal, it must have the EPA approval label on it; Brushy is the only distributor registered to use the 
EPA label. It may seem silly, but it really is there for a reason. If you start searching the internet for oxalic acid 
application in bees, there’s a whole host of information out there on recipes for taking 100% oxalic acid down (wood 
bleach) to the 2 or 3% recommended application concentrations. Some advice may be sound, but other advice can be 
reckless and dangerous to you and your bees. Certainly, you don’t want to get hurt or inflict undue stress on your 
bees. The EPA label assures you of what you are receiving and gives you the applicable instructions to follow so that 
you can safely achieve the results desired without the risks of winging it after watching a YouTube video. 
Be good to your bees! JB 
(condensed from January 2022 Newsletter) *Jennifer Berry is Research Leader at the University of Georgia Honey Bee Lab 

OXALIC ACID
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Membership Report: Shirley Doggett 
January 2023 

New Members: 
Todd Anderson. Austin 
Vicky Carroll. Florence 
Carmen Grasoi. Pflugerville 
Eric Lawson. Liberty Hill 
Nathen Nazareth. Austin 
Sofia Nader. Taylor 
Lindsay Pallotta. Georgetown 
Mary Renda. Thorndale 
Anthony Rios. Taylor 
Kitty Voorhis.  Georgetown 
Victoria Voorhis.  Georgetown 

Renewals 
Todd Allen.       Georgetown  Rick Anderson.  Georgetown 
Robert Ball.  Georgetown  Ken Barnes.  Georgetown 
Ann Bierschenk.  Georgetown  Jerry Bramwell.           Austin 
Kenneth Browning.  Liberty Hill  Mary Cameron. Leander 
Gary Carlile.  Liberty Hill  Cindi Chan.  Burnet 
Benjamin Cox.  Dale  Helen Derrance. Leander  
Wesley Freeman.  Round Rock Kathy Fulton.  Georgetown 
Justin Garraway.  Killeen  Julio Gavancho.  Austin 
Bill Gregory.  Georgetown  Robyn Guerrera.  Austin 
Scott Gunter. Georgetown  Paul Illingworth. Georgetown 
Chad Johnson.  Taylor   Vicky Kennedy.  Burnet 
Mark Krener.  Lexington Steven Killpatrick. Georgetown  
Nancy Kunschik.  Taylor   Chris Lamb.  Hutto 
Karen Marquardt.           Round Rock Gillian Mattinson.  Georgetown  
Tina Lim.  Austin   Ethan Pierce.  Burnet 
Stephanie Morris.  Leander  Katie Natale Cedar Park  
Gaylon Powell.  Jarrell   Justin Rask  Georgetown  
Jim Ray.  Georgetown  Roy Rector.  Taylor  
Ted Robertson.  Bertram Diane Shadden.  Leander  
Michael Shepherd Leander  William Sikkema.               Salado  
Debbie Soja. Liberty Hill  Alice Stultz.  Georgetown  
BreNt Teer. Round Rock Valerie Warwick.  Round Rock 
Bill Wiliams.  Thorndale Brian Gray.  Taylor  
Charles Gersbach.      Bartlett  Gene Wallace.  Georgetown  

Hi Folks 
Firstly, thank you so much to those many of you that have sent your renew and new member applications 
and checks to me…it was a bit scary seeing how many came in day by day and the work that entailed. 
New members- please remember that Texas Beekeepers Association still gives one-year free membership 
to those people that are new to beekeeping. Let me know if you are interested in this.  
Best Wishes  
Shirley 

Shirley Doggett - Membership 
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November 2022 Executive Board Minutes 

Attending:  Shirley Doggett, Gillian Mattison, Barbi Rose, Shannon Montez, Matt Ludlum, Gary Bible, 
Linda Russel, Jimmie Oakley 

• Minutes:  Accepted and approved.

• The committee approved a lifetime membership for Gary Bible for his work on the yearly
Nuc acquisition and dedication to WCABA.

• Treasurer report by Barbi Rose:
o The balance sheet was presented and reviewed. The balance sheet will be posted in
the newsletter.
o We are planning to split up the account for security reasons. Phil Ainslie went to
Wells Fargo in Temple, Texas, to inquire. They informed him that he would need to make an
appointment and that additional information is required. Jimmie Oakley volunteered to check
with Georgetown Wells Fargo to make further inquiries.

• Membership report by Shirley Doggett:  WCABA membership is currently at 220. Shirley
reported that several are new members.

• Donations:  The donations committee will meet in December to determine which
organizations involved in bee education will be supported. An application must be submitted to the
board and approved by the board to make any donations. Currently, WCABA supports TBA, FAA,
and BIG.

• Bost Farm discussion:  WCABA may lose access to the Bost farm in the future. Some things
to consider are 1. NUC distribution 2. Storage of club supplies 3. Honey extraction. The action on
the Bost farm was tabled until further information is available.

• Program report by Linda Russell: Phil Ainslie will begin the new beekeeper series.
o Linda noted that she had received no member comments regarding recent programs.
o Linda suggested Randy Oakley for additional advanced beekeeping presentations.
o Linda suggested a mentor training class for 201. Phil Ainslie said he would submit a
repeat of an article he wrote on mentoring for newsletter publication.
o Phil Ainslie suggested the Elams as speakers. Linda questioned the distance the
Elams were willing to drive.
o It was suggested that BIG do a presentation at one of our meetings.
o Phil Ainslie suggested a presentation on mead by someone from Walkers Honey.

• Awards Discussion:  The committee voted and approved awards for Randy Oakley, Phil
Ainslie, and Shirley Doggett.

• Scholarship and craft fair:
o Jimmie Oakley reported that we made less money this year on scholarship sales due
to the increased cost of honey.   Part of that is because we received no donations of honey
from the members that checked out equipment for extraction. It was suggested that we ask
for a donation of honey at next year's honey tasting. In addition, a mason jar for this purpose
will be provided to each person checking out the extraction equipment.
o Jimmie said the fair provided the scholarship youth an opportunity to educate and
interact with the public. In addition, the business side of selling honey was beneficial.
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• Nuc Acquisition:
o Gary Bible reported that the forms are in place for record keeping. However, the
exact price for the quantity discount is yet to be determined.
o John Hubbard agreed to provide his truck and trailer. He requests that we pay him for
the travel/wear and tear expenses.   The board approved the expenditure.
o This year the queens will be $40.00.
o The December newsletter will post the order form, price, and limitations. Members
requesting more than six nucs be placed on a standby list.  New members will be limited to 4.

• The TBA Conference:  Linda Russell brought a platter from “BIG,” and TBA auctioned it at
$120.  The knife set WCABA provided was auctioned off at $250.

• Member presentations to the public:
o Phil Ainslie gave the three one-hour presentations to the Senior University.   The first
was general information.  The second was on the medicinal uses of bee products.  The third
was on what we can do to save our bees.
o Randy Oakley gave a general information presentation to a group at the extension
office.

• WCABA trifold review was tabled until the January board meeting.

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
WILLIAMSON COUNTY AREA BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 

Dues: $20.00 per year - individual or $25.00 - family membership New 
Member / Renewing Member 

(circle one) Date: 

Name: Amount: $   
Cash or Check # 

Address:  

City/State/Zip:  

Phone: ( ) e-mail: 
(please print) 

To save postage cost may we send your Newsletter via e-mail?  Yes[ ]   No[ ] 

Instructions: print , fill out, and bring to club meeting , or mail with check to Membership 
Mrs. Shirley Doggett - 400 C. R. 440 - Thrall, TX 76578 - Ph.512/924-5051 
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Profit and Loss

ACCOUNTS Year to Date
Income

Program Income - Bee Procurement (2022) $59,385.00
Program Income - Bee Procurement (2023) $7,750.00
Program Income - Membership Dues $5,720.00
Direct Public Support - Wolfe/Bost Scholarship Fund $50.00
Program Income - Scholarship Honey Sales $679.50
Total Income $73,584.50

Cost of Goods Sold
Bees $49,235.00
Total Cost of Goods Sold $49,235.00

Gross Profit $24,349.50

Operating Expenses
Donations and Gifts $1,402.06
Dues $50.00
Insurance $1,267.00
Library Resources $42.89
Meeting Supplies $231.61
Permits $100.00
Scholarship Program Expenses $751.60
Speaker Fees $1,200.00
Travel Expenses $668.98
Venue Rental Expense $375.00
Website and Zoom $876.59
Total Operating Expenses $6,965.73

Net Profit $17,383.77

Balance Sheet

ACCOUNTS As of Dec 31, 2022
Assets

Total Cash and Bank $48,352.95
Bee Procurement Downpayment $5,100.00
Total Assets $53,452.95

Liabilities
Total Liabilities $0.00

Assets & Liabilities $53,452.95

Equity
Retained Earnings - Prior Years $36,069.18
Retained Earnings - Current Year $17,383.77
Total Equity $53,452.95

Williamson County Area Beekeepers Association
Treasurer's Report - As of December 31, 2022
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